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        Increase profit from your website by up to 100%

      
      
        
          The rate per country and the number of paid views is a key consideration factor when choosing a url
          shortener. LinkSpy will do all these things for you.
          You can use multiple url shorteners and LinkSpy will choose the one that is the best at the moment. You'll
          get more paid views and better rates which will ensure higher revenues.        
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        How does it work?

      
      
            
        
          If you use url shorteners, you have certainly experienced problems with choosing the right shortener that
          will offer the best rates and satisfying number of views counted from one IP.
          Given the diversity of these variables depending on the particular url shortener, it is virtually impossible
          to use the full potential of your traffic.
          LinkSpy will help solve this problem and maximize your financial results. LinkSpy is an Ad Server that
          integrates the most popular url shorteners and automatically manages your traffic to reach the highest
          possible rates and not to lose multiple views from one IP.        

        
          
            LinkSpy Workflow:

            	Link url shorteners accounts (just set API keys)
	Create LinkSpy short links using form or API
	LinkSpy will automatically create links in all url shorteners
	Publish LinkSpy links to the Internet
	LinkSpy will choose the most appropriate short url to maximize your revenue


          

          
            LinkSpy benefits:

            	No usage fees!
	Paid views growth
	Rates optimization
	Rates and Capping customization
	Real time statistics
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        Earnings calculator

      
      
        Check your potential revenue boost.
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            Earnings per month

            
              Current income

              $6000

            

            
              Expected income

              $10500

            

            
                Your profit  (+75%)

              +$4500

            

          

        

      
    
    
      
        How to start?

      
      
        
          1.

          Link your URL shorteners accounts
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          Create LinkSpy links or use API
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          Publish links to the Internet
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          Check revenue boost

          
              
              
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          
                        
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      
                    
                    
                  
                  
                
                
                  
                    
                      
                      
                    
                    
                  
                
                
                  
                
                
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
                
                
                
                
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                
                
              
            

        

      
    
    
      
          
          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
          
        
        Frequently asked questions

      
      
        
           Do I have to own a website to use LinkSpy?
            No, you don’t have to have your own website. You can use LinkSpy by publishing links on the Internet, blogs, forums, etc.

          

           Who will pay for my traffic?
            You should be paid by Url Shorteners that you linked to LinkSpy. We don't mediate in any cash flows. LinkSpy is an ad server for url shorteners that helps you maximize your revenue from the traffic you have.

          

           How much will I gain by using LinkSpy?
            It mostly depends on your traffic, how many hits from a single IP do you have, what country are your users located in, etc. You can gain more than 100% of your current revenue.

          

           How many url shorteners accounts should I link to LinkSpy?
            Amount of shorteners should be adjusted to amount of traffic. We recommend to use at least 3 shorteners.

          

             Is there a minimum amount of traffic to use LinkSpy?
            We don't have any limits but the more traffic you have, the more significant your revenue gain will be.

          

             How much does the LinkSpy service cost?
            LinkSpy is free of charge

          

             Does it really work?
            Test the LinkSpy service and you will never want to live without it. It really works!
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          Realtime Statistics
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          Url Shorteners Settings
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          Rates Settings
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          Views per IP Settings
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          Shortened Links
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